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REjECTiNG THE SIREN SONG OF PROTECTONISM
CONGRESSMAN ROBERT T. MATsUI*

Who would ever have thought, in 1992, less than a decade from
the 21st century and 200 plus years into American history, that
protectionism would still be a viable approach to trade policy? Yet,
in reflecting upon America's history, for example, can it be denied
that the siren song of protectionism always seems to be hovering
in the air?
Most would probably agree that the genesis of the current
protectionist sentiment is derived from a myopic understanding of
the current lackluster times. The recessionary economy, which
supports a large federal deficit and a substantial trade deficit, has
been attributed, in great part, to allowing the Japanese to "buy
out" the United States. Most seem to discount that foreign
investment has enabled this country to continue investment and
capital formation over the last decade. In addition, most are
unaware that the U.S. is the largest exporter in the world, bar none.
with U.S. exports accounting for over 50% of our nation's growth.
Clearly our country relies on, and must not stray from, free trade
or free investment.
And yet, with the effects of the recession being severely felt by
the American public, and in answer to cries of increasing job loss
and excessive foreign investment in the U.S., many in Congress
have succumbed to or are contemplating protectionist initiatives.
More and more pending legislation contains quota measures and
percentage tests that force other countries to trade at a certain level
or be penalized.
Protectionist approaches are flawed both logically and
economically. First, such approaches assume that there is fair trade
if there is a balance, and that there is unfair trade if there is an
imbalance. Both assumptions are wrong. Take the case of Japan:
we run an agricultural trade surplus with Japan, but that does not
mean we should not try to open Japan's rice market. In addition,
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we have an overall trade surplus with the European Community.
Surely that does not mean that they would be justified in closing
their markets to U.S. products.
Second, restricting imports, however its done, simply drives up
prices and taxes consumers. It increases profits for foreign
companies, it makes the U.S. poorer, and it will not create jobs.
If one is attempting to find a long-term panacea for our
economic ills, not to mention our current trade deficit, I would
submit that protectionist trade policies are not the solution.
Interestingly enough, the real solution lies not so much in trade
policy itself as in macroeconomic policy. To explain further, high
trade deficits result from the fact that U.S. expenditures have come
to outweigh U.S. production. By importing more than we export,
additional goods and services have been available to support
expenditure in excess of production.
Increased expenditure has produced, as its counterpart, a decline
in U.S. savings. In the 30 years before the decade of the 1980s,
gross savings in the U.S. (comprised of personal household savings,
business retained earnings - including depreciation and
governmental budget balances) averaged 16.3% of GNP. In the
1980s, gross savings dropped to roughly 14% of GNP on average
for the whole decade. The personal savings rate itself reached a
postwar low of 3.2% of disposable income in 1987. (That level had
increased, by 1989, to 5.5%, which increase is cited as having
contributed to strengthened U.S. gross savings and recent
reductions in the trade deficit). In addition, burgeoning
governmental deficits have obviously added to the decline in U.S.
gross savings.
As savings dropped, however, investment remained at its
historic average of 16% of GNP. U.S. investment in excess of its
lower savings has been possible only through net inflows of foreign
capital, which during the 1980s accounted, on average, for nearly
2% of GNP. Closing the gap between U.S. domestic savings and
investment is the key to reducing the trade deficit, which in turn
would buoy the federal deficit, the economy, and the economic
perceptions of the general public. As U.S. investment is unlikely to,
and should not, be reduced, that leaves us with the necessity to
foster an increase in U.S. gross savings.

In addition, to reduce the trade deficit and improve the U.S.
economy, America needs to get serious about manufacturing,
production, and technology. Rather than isolating ourselves,
American companies must learn to effectively cooperate and
compete at the same time. U.S. domestic policies must encourage
the acceleration of technology in emerging fields (such as
electronics, biotechnology, transportation, and automation).
Government and industry must work together to expand markets
inside the U.S., to preserve and increase quality U.S. production,
and to encourage long term investment and the development of our
industrial base.
However, these adjustments to U.S. macroeconomic policy will
take time to take effect. In the meantime, distrust of foreign
competition and foreign investment (even though it works to our
advantage), and "mis-linkage" of that as the cause of our
economic malaise, means that the protectionist siren still sings.
Take, for example, the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) currently being negotiated. Critics protest that opening
up the U.S./Mexican borders will invite mass outward investment
by U.S. companies and a flood of underpriced imports. Then what
would be the benefit of a NAFTA?
The answer is that a major opportunity exists here close to
home. Linking the complimentary economies of Canada, our first
largest trading partner, and Mexico, our third largest trading
partner, with our own would create one of the largest and richest
markets in the world. That market would encompass 360 million
producers and consumers and $6 million in annual output.
The U.S. has already seen the benefit of liberalized trade with
Mexico. In 1986, when Mexico joined the GATT and reduced its
tariffs from 100% to a high of 20%, U.S. exports to Mexico more
than doubled from $12 to $28 billion. That doubling of U.S.
exports created 320,000 jobs. In fact, it has been estimated that
every $1 billion increase in U.S. exports generates approximately
20,000 jobs.
Today, our exports to Mexico are growing twice as fast as
compared with our exports to the rest of the world. A free trade
agreement in North America would not only lock in these gains; it
would create new market openings for U.S. business. Mexican

tariffs are still 250% higher than ours. Bringing them down, as well
as dismantling Mexico's import licensing and export performance
regulations, will improve access to a market estimated to have 100
million consumers by the year 2000.
In the long run, it is also hoped that higher environmental and
labor standards will be established, both for Mexico and in North
America. Mexican workers' rights and expectations in particular
would rise, as would Mexican wages. Eventually the cost of
Mexican production will rise, and outward investment will be
reduced as the across-the-border imbalances diminish and Mexican
imported products become more expensive, reflecting increased
production costs. The below market Mexican price differential will
hopefully disappear, and Mexican trade and non-trade barriers to
U.S. exports will gradually be eliminated. Not only does the U.S.
get the good neighbor award for locking in economic reforms in a
developing, neighboring country, but the bottom line is that new
export opportunities will be created for American businesses, and
new jobs will be created for American workers.
NAFTA is not only good for the U.S., but it is an invaluable
counterbalance to other developing trading blocks. While an "us
versus them" mentality is as bad as protectionism, European market
integration and trade consolidated in the Pacific Rim and Latin
America are indicative of the new approach to global trade balance,
and a NAFTA would certainly be consistent with the new world
order.
Not only is protectionism bad for us, but it is bad for the world.
The former Soviet Union, and Central and Eastern Europe are just
beginning to emerge into the free market. They are searching for
investment and trade. Latin America is concertedly working to
improve its market economy and openly courts the U.S. as its
ticket to participation in the global economy. Vietnam, Cambodia,
Laos, and Korea have been courting domestic investment by
foreigners. Our reticence in Asia risks ceding these booming new
markets to other foreign investors. In fact, the U.S. is presently
missing great business opportunities because it is the only country
still maintaining an investment embargo against Vietnam
(irrespective of the underlying merits of the embargo).
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Current protectionist proposals are largely aimed at Japan and
Europe. It seems to be a peculiar time, however, to rant about
foreign threats and protectionism when Japan's economy is
faltering and Germany is struggling with reunification. An inwardly
oriented greater-European economy is already very much in the
making - and at great cost to the GATT negotiations. Why should
protectionism be pursued at a time when the U.S. has so much to
gain from asserting itself in the forefront of the international
market?
Economic problems at home must not drive our trade policy
inward. The U.S. must use long-term vision to cure its economic
ills by adjusting macroeconomic policies to shore up its investment
and savings patterns. At the same time, it must remain an
international leader by pursuing responsible solutions to
participating in the world market. Free trade enhances growth and
opportunity for all participants. Protectionism erects barriers, stunts
growth, and reverses progress. The siren's song may be alluring,
but it will destroy those who succumb to it. It is time to turn a deaf
ear to her tune.
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